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Wild Elephant Eco-Friendly
Resort
https://www.indiamart.com/wildelephant-ecofriendly-resort/

Wild Elephant Resort is the only resort in Munnar which has a

swimming pool, where the kids can really enjoy in the afternoon.

Wild Elephant Resort also offers a jeep safari which can be opted

for on the second day where the guest is taken ...
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About Us

Wild Elephant Resort is the only resort in Munnar which has a swimming pool, where the kids can

really enjoy in the afternoon. Wild Elephant Resort also offers a jeep safari which can be opted for on

the second day where the guest is taken into the wilderness by a 4WD jeep to see waterfalls, flowing

rivers, hanging bridges. Those interested in Fishing can also go to a Fish pond nearby and those who

want to learn about plantations can go to see Cardamom, Coffee, Cocoa and Rubber plantations.

There is also a flower garden nearby where a large variety of flowers and plants are being grown.

You can spend the third day doing sightseeing in Munnar, where you can see Matupetty Dam,

Boating site and the Echo Point. The Tata Tea Museum is unfortunately about as close as you can

get to a working tea factory around Munnar. It is a sanitised version of the real thing, but it still shows

the basic process. A collection of old bits and pieces from the colonial era including the photograph of

a 1905 tea roller is kept herens.

For more information, please visit
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OTHER SERVICES

Honeymoon Cottage Restaurant

Munnar Trekking
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Service Provider



CONTACT US

Wild Elephant Eco-Friendly Resort
Contact Person: Anil 

Viripara, Kallar 
Munnar - 685565, Kerala, India

+91-8048372797
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